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Be the change through co-learning 
in Chinese language education



Diversification of Chinese language 
education
 as a foreign language 

 as a global language

 as a heritage language

 Depending on perspective

 Interactions between them: policy and practice 
implications

 All part of ecology of bilingual and multilingual 
education



Diversification of Learners

 home background

 ‘cultural’ affinity to the language

 prior languages and language learning 
experiences

 learner motivation, attitudes, strategies



Diversification of learners

 For the language teacher, they may be teaching a group 
of learners with highly mixed interests, abilities, learning 
histories and exposures to the target language, while the 
language learner may be confronted with so many 
different models of the target language that notions of 
native, first, second, and foreign languages become 
blurred.



Diversification of the 
learning context

 Coventional classroom is an interesting site for the 
negotiation of power relations. Classroom-based 
learning typically involves the role set of teachers and 
learners. 

 While cultural variations exist, the role of the teacher in 
the classroom context is traditionally seen as the source 
provider of information and the role of the learner as the 
recipient of that information. 

 In the language classroom, T provides models of 
language, L learns to use the target language according 
to the standard set by T via such models. 



 Technological advancement and global migration have 
challenged the traditional configuration of the classroom 
role set and broken the boundary between formal, 
classroom-based learning and learning in less formal 
contexts. 

 A massive amount of information is freely available on 
the internet at the press of a button. Learners no longer 
need to wait for their teachers to give them the 
information. 



 To be effective in teaching, i.e. be the 
change, one needs to be aware of all these 
diversities, but also learn about



Co-Learning

 Core value: the teacher has a limit in their capacity to 
effect change, 

 Turning students into co-learners helps to increase the 
teacher’s capacity

 Don’t do it on your own; co-learn with students



 The concept of co-learning has been used in a range of 
disciplines from AI and computer simulation, to global 
security systems and business information management. 

 In essence, co-learning is a process in which several 
agents simultaneously try to adapt to one another's 
behaviour so as to produce desirable global outcomes 
that would be shared by the contributing agents.  



 Edward Brantmeier suggests that in the classroom 
context co-learning changes the role sets of teachers and 
learners from “dispensers and receptacles of knowledge” 
to “joint sojourners” on the quest for knowledge, 
understanding, and wisdom. 

 The teacher would become a learning facilitator, a 
scaffolder and a critical reflection enhancer, while the 
learner becomes an empowered explorer, a meaning-
maker and a responsible knowledge constructer. 



 Brantmeier: “a facilitator doesn’t get in the way of 
learning by imposing information. A facilitator guides the 
process of student learning”. A scaffolder “assesses the 
learner’s knowledge and builds scaffolding to extend that 
knowledge to a broader and deeper understanding”. And 
a critical reflection enhancer asks the learner to “reflect on 
what is being learned and the process of learning (meta-
reflection about process)”. 



 In the meantime, an empowered explorer is “an 
independent or collective explorer of knowledge”. And a 
meaning-maker and responsible knowledge constructer is 
“one who engages in meaningful knowledge 
construction that promotes relevancy to her/his own 
life”. 

 Mutual adaptation of behaviour is the key to co-learning. In 
order to achieve desirable learning outcomes, the 
teacher and the learner need to constantly monitor and 
adapt their actions and learn from each other.



 Co-learning entails the sharing of ‘funds of 
knowledge’ between the teacher and the 
learner, both of whom are given the space to 
demonstrate their cultural, communicative 
and linguistic competence.



EXAMPLE 1 (T: teacher; G1: girl in class; B1 and B2: boys 
in class)

 T:    你们看这两个字有什么不同？’ What difference can you see between the two characters?

 G1:  Can we write (using finger spelling in the air to indicate the character)? 

 T:    上来写一下’Come up and write it.’ 

 G1 goes up and writes on the whiteboard,米反. 

 B1:   That’s rice. 

 T:      You come. 

 B1 goes up and writes 反 (which sounds the same but is only half of the character). Some pupils 
giggle. 

 B1:    That’s simplified. 

 B2:    Yeah, that’s how they write it in the restaurant.



 Bringing in their diverse social background 
and experience



Example 2. (T: a female teacher in her late twenties; G1 and G2 are 
two female pupils of 11-years-old.)

 T: 曲奇(quqi). 一种饼干，知道吗？

 Quqi. A kind of cookie, you know?

 G1: What?

 T: 曲奇(quqi).

 G2: kuk-kei. kuk-kei.

 T: Yes.

 G1: So why did you say qiu…something qiu…

 T: 曲奇(quqi).

 G2: No. kuk-kei.

 G1 : 广东话是 kuk-kei。

 In Cantonese it is kuk-kei.

 G2: It’s Cantonese. kuk-kei is Cantonese.

 T: 是吗？

 Is it?

 G2: 係啦！

 Yes.



 Linguistic and cultural knowledge



Example 3. (T: Male Mandarin teacher in his late twenties. B1 and B2 boys about 13 years 
old; G1: a 12-year-old girl.)

 T: (Speaking slowly as she writes on the whiteboard）摆-乌-龙(bai wulong). 

 Mess up. 乌龙(wulong), black dragon. 乌龙茶知道吗？

 WulongTea, do you know?

 Black Dragon tea. 乌龙 (wulong)。means /mɪ ʃeɪp/.

 (Silence)

 T: 乌龙(wulong)/mɪ ʃeɪp/. 摆乌龙(bai wulong). Mess up.

 B1 : What ?

 T : Made a mistake. Accident. /mɪ ʃeɪp/.

 G1 : /mɪshǽp/, you mean?



 B1: Oh I see.

 T: What?

 B2: /mɪs hǽp/. It’s /mɪs hǽp/. 

 B1: Not /mɪ ʃeɪp/.

 T: /mɪs hǽp/.

 B1: Yes.



 Learning from learners



Example 4. (T: Male teacher in his early thirties. B1 and B2 are boys about 
13 years old.)

 B1: Are the Chinese still fighting?

 T: No, why?

 B1: So why are you always talking about 统一 (unite)？

 B2: It’s about Taiwan and China. They are two countries, and they want to be united.

 T: No. 不是两个国家。台湾是中国的一部分。

 Not two countries. Taiwan is part of China.

 B2: No, they are not.

 T: They are.

 B2: They are not. In the Olympics, there were separate teams. I saw it.

 T: It’s like Scotland or Northern Ireland. 都是英国，但是世界杯football 还有rugby也是分开的了。

 All part of the UK. But for the World Cup football and rugby, they can be separately represented.

 B1: Scotland is a different country.

 T: No it is not.

 B2: It is. XXX (a girl in the class) is from Scotland. She was born in…where were you born again?

 B1: Dundee.

 T: 但它是统一的了。不是两个国家. The UNITED Kingdom知不知道?!

 But it is united. Not two separate countries. The United Kingdom, don’t you  understand?!





 Cultural and social knowledge

 Debating social, historical issues



Example 5. (From the Mandarin school in London. T: Female teacher in her early thirties. 
G1 and G2 are girls and B1 and B2 boys, all between 11 and 12 years old.)

 T: 我们中国人。

 We are Chinese.

 B1: 我们不是中国人。

 We are not Chinese.

 T: 你不是中国人是什么人？

 You are not Chinese?

 B2: 英国人。

 British.

 G1: 英国华侨。

 British Chinese.

 T: OK.

 G2: 海外华人。

 Overseas Chinese.

 G1: 是华人还是华侨。

 Should it be huaren (ethnic Chinese) or huaqiao (Chinese citizens residing outside China).

 T: 严格地说，应该是华人。

 Strictly speaking, it should be huaren (ethnic Chinese).



 B1： 华人。

 Huaren (ethnic Chinese).

 T: 对。你们是海外华人。

 Correct. You are overseas Chinese.

 G1: 英国华人。

 British Chinese.

 T: 也可以。

 Also correct.

 B1: 那你呢？

 Then what are you?

 T: 我？我是中国人。

 Me? I am Chinese.

 B1: So you don’t have a British passport.

 T: No.

 B2: Isn’t your husband British?

 T: Yes, I have permanent residence.



 B1: So you are not British.

 T: 我可以说是华侨。

 I can say that I am huaqiao ((Chinese citizen residing outside China)).

 B2: British Chinese.

 T: No. I am a Chinese living in Britain. You are British Chinese.

 B1: Or Chinese British.

 B2: Like they call it Chinese American or American Chinese.

 B1: ABC (American-born Chinese).

 T: You are BBC (British-born Chinese).



 Identity, self awareness, transpositioning



What do they co-learn?

 Linguistic knowledge

 Cultural values 

 Awareness of differences

 Beginning to question/reflect on ‘identity’



Conclusion: What have we learned?

 Learning happens when all knowledge is valued

 Reciprocal value of knowledge sharers

 Care for each other as people and co- learners

 Trust

 Language classrooms, whatever language and whether it is a 
foreign/heritage/global language, must be taken as a co-learning 
environment:

 Shared power among co- learners

 Social and individualized learning

 Collective and individual meaning-making and identity exploration

 Community of practice with situated learning

 Real world engagement and action – transforming lives and society through 
education.



 Thank you!

 Li.wei@ucl.ac.uk
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